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Abstract: The SUREVEG project focuses on improvement of biodiversity and soil fertility in organic
agriculture through strip-cropping systems. To counter the additional workforce a robotic tool is
proposed. Within the project, a modular proof of concept (POC) version will be produced that will
combine detection technologies with actuation on a single-plant level in the form of a robotic arm.
This article focuses on the detection of crop characteristics through point clouds obtained with two
lidars. Segregation in soil and plants was successfully achieved without the use of additional data
from other sensor types, by calculating weighted sums, resulting in a dynamically obtained threshold
criterion. This method was able to extract the vegetation from the point cloud in strips with varying
vegetation coverage and sizes. The resulting vegetation clouds were compared to drone imagery,
to prove they perfectly matched all green areas in said image. By dividing the remaining clouds of
overlapping plants by means of the nominal planting distance, the number of plants, their volumes,
and thereby the expected yields per row could be determined.
Keywords: lidar; cabbages; weighted sum; point cloud; plant extraction

1. Introduction
Through the modernization of agricultural machinery and the accompanying development of
common agricultural practices in recent decades the focus has mainly been on productivity, neglecting
the natural balances of the environment. Luckily, the market for organic agriculture is growing [1],
driving conventional farmers to change their businesses. In Europe specifically, the growth in demand
alongside recent legislative initiatives have increased the organically cultivated area around 12 percent
per year in the 2000s [2]. Organic farming optimizes nutrients in the soil and benefits biodiversity,
while reducing water pollution, among other things [3]. The SUREVEG project [4] focuses on the
effects of different organic fertilizer strategies in strip-cropping systems to increase biodiversity [5],
improve soil fertility, and reduce the use of natural resource [6,7]. The project’s field trials are
spread out all over Europe to account for the variation in the environmental effects of agricultural
practices within and between the European Union (EU) [8]. Using a multi-cropping system enhances
resilience [5], system sustainability, local nutrient recycling, and soil carbon storage, all while increasing
production [9]. The increase in complexity of management demands a robotic proof-of-concept to
apply said fertilizer strategies.
Conventional agriculture is based on an industrial farming concept, growing single species
in large fields, and applying fertilisers and pesticides at homogeneous doses to ensure maximum
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yields. Organic farming proposes a different paradigm using little to no chemicals in smaller-scale
farms. Naturally, this goes hand in hand with a higher labor cost. Precision agriculture technologies
such as GPS positioning, variable rate dosing systems, and sensors to gather information on plant,
soil, and environment have been proposed as the natural evolution of industrial farming towards
a future with large-scale automated (but still industrialised) agriculture. By applying automation
technologies to organic farming, however, the technological gap between current labour intensive
organic agriculture practices and increasing consumers demands can be closed, while pursuing
maximum environmental preservation.
Advancements in robotics nowadays have found applications in nearly all industries, to which
agriculture is no exception [10]. Agricultural machinery is getting more and more advanced and the
first autonomous machines (robots) have already entered the commercial market [11,12]. To minimize
the amount of soil compaction the ideal solution is a gantry system carrying the sensors and
actuators [13]. Regardless of the type of supporting structure, a perception system to register the
current application area is key, here referring to the state of the (individual) plants, while not excluding
possible expansion to soil characteristics or any other parameter of interest. As summarized in
References [14,15] there are many (visual) ways of plant detection being investigated. In this paper,
the optical sensing is performed using a Light Detection and Ranging sensor, also known as lidar,
following References [16–18], among others.
To counteract the previously mentioned increase in complexity of management demands of a
multi-crop system, one of the main objectives of the SUREVEG project is the development of automated
machinery for the management of strip-cropping systems. The development of the proposed robotic
tool will be based on a modular gantry system, following Reference [19]. Within the project framework,
a modular proof-of-concept version will be produced, combining sensing technologies with actuation
in the form of a robotic arm. This proof-of-concept will focus on fertilization needs, which are to be
identified in real-time and actuated upon on a single-plant scale. Within this conceptual framework,
first sensing approaches consist of lidar measurements of various strip-cropping fields, to be able to
compare crop architecture in-strip to its monoculture counterpart. The hypothesis of this work is that
the 3D point clouds obtained from a set of lidars mounted in front of a GPS guided tractor can be
separated into plant and soil clouds using a customized algorithm based on a weighted sum, with the
objective of calculating plant volumes and volume consistency within rows, as well as between rows,
and even fields. By automatically extracting the 3D model of each plant within a field the crop volume
can be estimated to address their nutritional needs on a single-plant scale, hereby facilitating the
change from conventional farming to organic strip-cropping within a precision farming framework.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the experimental fields, hardware, and algorithms
are all introduced in detail. This is followed by the results in Section 3, which has been divided into
subsections containing the specific results that correspond to each of the processing steps explained
previously. In Section 4, these results are compared to similar studies and placed into context,
highlighting the differences and similarities. To conclude, Section 5 summarises the main findings.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Fields
The SUREVEG project relies heavily on the field studies of all its partners, that are located
throughout Europe. The organic strip-cropping fields used for this study are located in Wageningen,
the Netherlands, on the campus of Wageningen University & Research (WUR) (51◦ 590 27.400 N,
5◦ 390 36.000 E). The large scale long term field trial established in 2018 follows a complete randomised
block design with three replicates of 4 treatments with 5 crops (2 year grass ley, cabbage, leek, potato,
wheat). The crops in this experiment were selected based on market share and soil type. Comparisons
to large scale references were obtained via an unbalanced incomplete block design, where each large
scale reference is accompanied by one of the treatments.
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The lidar measurements were performed in August of 2018, of different crops. The data sets
used for this work all belong to strips of cabbages of a single variety, that is, Brassica oleracea L. var.
Capitata, ’Rivera’ commercial cultivar. Of the 12 data sets used in this work, 8 were strips of 3 m
wide alternated with wheat strips of equal width, containing 4 equally spaced rows. The remaining 4
data sets originate from a nearby monoculture field exclusively carrying this variety of cabbages at
an equal row-spacing. With respect to the 9 standard growth stages as defined in Reference [20] the
majority of the cabbages was in stage 6. In 2018 in particular the meteorological circumstances leading
up to these measurements were rather extreme, as shown in Reference [21] among others, negatively
impacting the development and yields as demonstrated in, for example, References [22,23]. Due to
the heterogeneity of the development throughout the research fields the crops were harvested in two
sessions, with nearly a month in between the two, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Timeline of the measured crop, indicated in Days After Transplant (DAT).
Activity

Date

DAT

Transplanted
Measured with lidars
First harvest
Second harvest

14 June 2018
15 August 2018
1 November 2018
27 November 2018

0
62
140
166

2.2. Hardware
The two optical sensors employed in this study are lidars of the type LMS111 produced by SICK
AG, set to 50 Hz and a resolution of 0.5 degrees. Both were attached to the front three-point linkage
of a tractor, kindly provided by the staff of WUR, by means of aluminum Bosch Rexroth profiles,
as shown in Figure 1, roughly 1 m above the soil. The wheelbase of the tractor covers exactly two of
the four rows per strip, allowing to pass in between the individual crop rows. Furthermore, the tractor
has GPS-guidance, which was set to a fixed speed of 2 km/h for these measurements. This speed is
assumed to have been maintained constant and, together with the time difference between the scans,
serves as the basis on which the displacement between two consecutive scanned lines were measured
was calculated. The lasers were directly connected to a laptop, that registered the data using the
manufacturer’s proprietary software.

Figure 1. The sensor setup mounted to the tractor’s three-point linkage. Here shown while scanning a
different crop.

2.3. Point Cloud Consolidation
Following several previous studies, for example, References [16,24], the orientation of the two
lidars was set to downward-looking and push-broom respectively. The mounting structure maintained
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both the inclination and separation distance fixed for all measurements, allowing deduction of the exact
transformation values from the data-set to merge both clouds. The software used to read the sensor
measurements was the manufacturer’s proprietary program, SOPAS Engineering Tool, as commonly
used, for example, in References [25–28] among others.
2.4. Soil Identification
To identify the points belonging to soil, both an altitude threshold as well as a plane identifier were
found to give insufficient results. For being an open field with elevated planting rows the soil points as
identified with the naked eye already demonstrated a relatively large variability. In combination with
the relative low crops, a more elaborate method had to be developed. In this paper, a weighted sum
is proposed, to allow for soil extraction from isolated point clouds without using additional sensors.
A weighted sum, also known as cost function or loss function, can be stipulated in any way, thereby
rewarding desirable attributes or penalizing undesirable ones, which makes it useful for a wide range
of applications across all industries. In the application presented here, only the location data of the
point cloud are considered, omitting the remission values included in the measurement.
2.4.1. Weighted Sum
In any field, containing any crop, the characteristics of the soil-points can be defined as having
low elevation while the points in its immediate surroundings will be of similar altitude. Using a
weighted sum results in a unique value for each point within the point cloud that quantifies a point
and its neighbours. The proximity of each point is taken into account, such that the final value will
depend most on the closest points, incorporating the inverse of its distance relative to the point that
is being evaluated. To speed up calculations per point, only the points within a radius of 150 mm
were taken into account. In the end, each point will have a value, rewarding the more points there are
close-by, and the higher and closer they are with a higher weighted sum for that specific point. This is
summarised in Equation (1), where Jk is the weighted sum J of a point in question k, and i the index of
each of the N points within the aforementioned radius. Of each neighbouring point i their height, h,
and distance to point k, dik , make up their contribution to the final value J of point k. This is calculated
until all points have been evaluated as a point k, meaning each of them also contributes N times in the
weighted sum of each of their neighbours.
N

Jk =

h2

∑ diki .

(1)

i =1

2.4.2. Cut-Off Value of J
After assigning a value J to each of the points in the merged cloud, that is, the combination of all
data points of a single strip measurement provided by each laser separately, the entirety of values gives
new insight in the variation of weighted sums within that specific measurement. More specifically,
sorting these values from smallest to largest reveals a linear slope on the lower end of the spectrum,
that appears in each of the measured strips. The amount of values in the sorted set, Js , that follow the
linear estimation is assumed to relate to the amount of exposed soil, with the exact values within that
linear section relating to the definition of heights used (i.e., what height is defined as 0) and difference
in soil profiles.
Choosing two percentiles on the lower end of the spectrum to define the linear estimation L
avoids influence of any plant points on the estimation, even for strips with more plant coverage (less
exposed soil points). Subtracting the resulting linear extrapolation L from the actual values Js leads to
a clear cut between near-zero values prescribing the soil versus higher values for the plants. There are
many ways in which this difference can be located mathematically. Here a difference of more than
50,000 is employed to identify the threshold value in Js between soil and plants. This threshold is
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established empirically based on the data-sets available and might not be applicable to any future
measurements.
2.5. Plant Grouping
Depending on the size of the measured plants, the extraction of plant count can be attempted in
various manners. As the previous step extracted all plant data from the point cloud, the resulting points
appear in groups, which for fields with a lower coverage ratio do not overlap. In this situation, any
segmentation method would identify the separate plants, for example, based on Euclidean distance.
Here, if the Euclidean distance between two points is smaller than a given threshold they both belong
to the same cluster. All points at a larger distance are assumed to belong to a different cluster, hereby
creating clusters where the smallest Euclidean distance between any member of cluster A and any
member of cluster B is equal to or larger than said threshold distance.
For overlapping vegetation, this method would result in a single cluster that covers the entire
length of the field. A second segmentation step could include more advanced methods such as for
example, growing regions. For now the second step uses seeding distances to overlay a grid on the
obtained clusters. Any cluster spanning two or more nominal seeding points is cut in the imaginary
boundary between both grid segments. Due to seeding irregularity and differences in emergence this
method needs replacement in further research.
3. Results
3.1. Successful Measurement Registration Rate
Data losses on either the sending (lidars) or receiving (laptop) end are known to occur when
working at high measurement frequencies. Using the software of the sensor manufacturer the following
percentages of messages were correctly received in each of the lasers, see Table 2. On average, lidar 1
managed to successfully register 89% on average, versus 87% in lidar 2, without any significant outliers
in any of the measured passages. The difference between the two lasers has not been investigated in
this preliminary study.
Table 2. Percentages of scans that were registered correctly by each of the lasers in each of the
scanned strips.
Passage

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Lidar 1
Lidar 2

88.0
86.6

89.3
88.7

89.8
89.0

89.3
88.3

88.1
86.0

90.1
85.9

88.2
87.8

88.9
86.8

89.8
88.0

89.0
87.4

89.1
87.1

89.3
87.6

3.2. Point Cloud Accuracy
In theory, the accuracy in the configuration described in Section 2.2 is to have a new scan every
1.1 cm in the direction of driving, and a lateral resolution at soil height of 0.9 cm for the vertically
mounted lidar. The higher plant parts are closer to the sensor than the soil and therefore inherently
have a higher resolution. An example of the obtained accuracy is shown in Figure 2, where the lost
measurements are visible as white lines at a constant x coordinate. Also note that the bare soil is
picked up less by the inclined scanner. In this preliminary study, the subsequent translation to match
the coordinate frames of both lasers was deduced manually, and is consistent for all measurements.
Finally, the merged point cloud is translated to align the y = 0 mark with the center of the strip.
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Figure 2. Example of the sensor output for the two lidars, including two areas of typical data losses
recognisable by the white lines at a constant value of x. Furthermore, the inclined lidar has difficulties
with detecting bare soil, which is clearly visible in the front-most corner of this sample area.

3.3. Weighted Sum Values
Each point in the merged point cloud is subjected to the procedure described in Section 2.4.
The resulting values present in one of the measured strips is shown in Figure 3a. Here, the points are
sorted based on their weighted sum (solid blue), and compared to a linear approximation (dashed red).
Subtracting the approximation from the sorted values results in the lower curve shown in solid green.
The cut-off process is visualized by the fixed horizontal line at 50.000 (dashed black). At the point
where that fixed limit crosses the green curve, a vertical line spanning both graphs (dashed black)
visualizes the translation to the corresponding weighted sum value J. This value is the threshold of J
used for all points within this strip to distinguish between soil and plants. When comparing the height
data of the points to the left of that vertical separator, that is, all soil points, with the points to the right
of the vertical line, that is, plant points, a near-perfect Gaussian distribution can be recognised in the
height distribution histogram shown in Figure 3b.
106
2

Passage 1
Costfunction values
Linear fit on percentiles 0.05 & 0.2
Cut as defined below

1

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
105

105

Difference costfunction and linear fit
Cut on a difference of 5e+04

100
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
105

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. After calculating the weighted sum of each point in the strip, the cloud can be divided into
plants and soil as summarized graphically in (a), to obtain the division shown in (b).

3.4. Grouping
In an attempt to quantify the number of cabbages per row, at first a Euclidean distance of 75 mm
or more defines a new cluster. Secondly, a raster representing the sewing points is used to further
divide any clusters covering more than one nominal seeding location. The result of both steps is shown
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in Figure 4 for the same sample area shown in previous figures, alongside the intermediate result of
only the soil identification. At this time the clustering has not been further looked into, as this is a
pilot study.

Figure 4. The cabbage strip shown in Figure 2 after merging the two point clouds, and subsequently
calculating the weighted sum, to categorize each point as either soil or plant. On the left, all plant
points of the central two rows of this strip. On the right the result of two-step grouping as described
in Section 2.5. Note that for example, cluster 40 and 41 have been identified satisfactory, while for
example, the points in cluster 45 should actually be subscribed to both of the adjacent clusters.

3.5. Comparison to Drone Images
When compared to the final yield, the point clouds that qualified as vegetation based on their
weighted sum values unfortunately did not show the expected correlation, due to the exceptional
climatic circumstances of that year, as described in Section 2.1. To verify the results, however, drone
imagery of that same week was available. In Figure 5, a small part of the drone mosaic is included,
once with and once without an overlay of the weighted sum values present in that specific strip.
Although the resolution of the imagery leaves something to be desired, the vegetation is clearly
distinguishable. The overlay matches the green areas to a satisfactory level.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. A part of the drone image zoomed into one of the measured strips, shown both without
(a) and with (b) an overlay of the points identified by the algorithm as vegetation. The quality of
the image is not optimal but the correct identification of the vegetation in the central row is visible.
In (b) the colours correspond to the value of the weighted sum in each of the points.
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4. Discussion
Canopy estimation in orchards through lidars mounted on inter-row terrestrial vehicles has been
carried out quite frequently in various types of orchards. The approaches in volume estimation vary,
for example, in Reference [17] where point clouds are divided into slices of 10 cm along the direction
of the plant rows, which were subsequently divided into vertical slices of the same width, where the
outer-most measured points in each of these square cuboids define the third and final dimension for
the volume estimation of that area. Others combine multiple orchard passages, where each plant
row is scanned from both sides at least once, into a single coordinate system, as for example, done
in Reference [29]. This allows for more advanced tree estimations such as convex hull calculations,
as explained in Reference [30]. Combinations of slices and more advanced methods are for example,
included in Reference [27]. Variations of the slicing approach can also be found for other crop-types
such as for example, tomatoes in greenhouses [18]. Orchard canopy is usually scanned laterally or even
upward depending on the mounting height of the sensor. Due to the size of this type of vegetation,
each row needs to be scanned from both sides in order to obtain a complete overview of its volume.
In some cases, the orchard layout allows for individual tree-scanning, enabling other procedures as for
example, imaging from 8 directions as described in Reference [31]. The advantages of the setup as the
one used in this work are that a single pass is sufficient for registration of the crop volume, without
the need to combine these already large data-sets into even larger ones, as well as the direct relation
between crop volume and marketable yield inherent to these types of crops.
For cereals, which have a more similar field layout to the work presented here, 3D modelling
through lidars is also gaining traction. In maize [16], for example, the issue addressed in this paper
was solved using a RANSAC algorithm, which fits a plane through the lower most 3D points and
defines any deviation from that plane as vegetation. This approach was also attempted on the data set
used in this work but due to soil profiles and ridging in the direction of crop rows this method did
not yield satisfactory results. Furthermore, the lower most crop points in leafy vegetables are vital for
a correct estimation of crop volume and therefore vital to yield estimation. In wheat, the reflectance
value of the lidar was successfully applied to distinguish vegetation from soil in a similar setting [32].
This was attempted here as well but did not yield satisfactory results for the crop type used here.
The use of a weighted sum that assigns a quantifiable value that can be statistically evaluated
contributes to the more accurate separation between soil and vegetation that is especially needed
in lower crops. Even though the RANSAC algorithm has been applied successfully in other lower
vegetation with similar dimensions like cotton [33], the method presented in this paper improves that
process, at the cost of needing higher computational power. The volume of the resulting vegetation
point cloud obtained in Reference [33] is estimated using a Trapezoidal rule based algorithm, which
might be a computationally cheaper alternative to the highly accurate convex hull calculations used in
orchard scans, thereby providing a trade-off in computational power.
In this preliminary work, segregation in soil and plants was successfully achieved using only
the aforementioned weighted sums, without the use of any additional data from other sensor types
and without relying on reflectance values. This results in a dynamically obtained threshold criterion
that is able to extract the vegetation from the point cloud in varying situations in terms of vegetation
coverage and sizes (strip-cropping or monoculture, early stages to final development stages, etc.),
where conventional separation methods have failed. In other words, the hypothesis of a weighted sum
based algorithm having the potential to be superior to conventional soil separation methods has been
confirmed on the basis of this preliminary study. Comparison between the resulting vegetation clouds
and drone imagery proved a perfect match for all green areas in the central rows of each strip.
5. Conclusions
Lidar sensors have been used in canopy scanning in multiple research efforts, both in orchards
as well as in arable crops. In uneven soils, common methods for soil-vegetation separation leave
something to be desired, as they do not account for the lower most part of the crop, crucial for accurate
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volume estimation. For leafy vegetables like the cabbages used in this work, the yield has a direct
relation to the volume of the plant, which is why tracking its development in volume gives great
insight in the direct yield progress of each individual plant.
The developed methods prove that automatic volume calculation and thereby yield calculation,
per row is feasible without misaccounting aforementioned lower crop architectures, as is the case for
other commonly used methods. The developed method does not rely on external sensor readings, such
as for example, colours, that have to be matched up with the point cloud. For earlier development
stages, the automatic extraction of individual plants is proven here as well, which allows for individual
fertilization correction on a single-plant scale, coinciding with one of the main goals of the SUREVEG
project. For larger plants that already show overlap, the automatic division will have to be developed
further to correctly allocate the measured points to each of the plants.
In future research, repeated measurements of the same crop, on regular intervals, will allow for
development tracking and detection of slight deviations on a single-plant scale, in order to adjust
fertilizer dosages with great precision in the development stages, where its impact is highest. Future
research will involve application of these methods to other (leafy) vegetables, as well as combining
multiple scans to visualize individual development curves of each crop in a (strip-cropping) field.
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